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Communicated by G. Kallianpur 
This paper introduces a concept of a general ARMA model. The Weld’s decom- 
position is extended to a class of stochastic processes without moment conditions. 
There are given regularity conditions under which there exists a purely nondeter- 
ministic solution of ARMA equation. The prediction problem for that general 
ARMA models is solved. The classical theory of ARMA processes is a particular 
case of our consideration. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (a, 9, {Fk, k E Z}, P) be a complete probability space with a filtra- 
tion, i.e., { 9, k E E } is a non-decreasing sequence of o-fields Fk E 9, k E Z. 
Denote by Lo the Polish space P-equivalence classes of finite complex- 
valued random variables with a P-convergence topology (a topology 
generated by the convergence in probability). Lp, 0 <p < co, stands for the 
space of P-equivalence classes of finite complex-valued random variables 
with finite pth-order moments. As usually, a topology on Lp is a 
LP-convergence topology. Of course, Lp c Lo, 0 <p < cx). 
Define on (a, 9, {z k E Z}, P) an adapted martingale difference pro- 
cess e={ek,kEZ}cLo and let us consider a stochastic process 
I= hJ4 c Lo for which the following ARMA-type equation is 
satisfied 
C a,(j).Y-j= 1 cdj)e,-j a.s., kE& 
j=O j=O 
(1.1) 
where ~~(0) = ~~(0) = 1, uk( j), ck( j) E C, j = 1, 2, . . . . n, k E Z. 
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The aim of this paper is to establish the existence of an adapted purely 
nondeterministic solution of ( 1.1) in Lo, i.e., an adapted purely nondeter- 
ministic stochastic process { yz, k E E} c Lo satisfying (1.1). Moreover, we 
solve the prediction problem for that solution. 
The problem in the subject was solved in the case L’stochastic processes 
under the assumptions that all coefficients in (1.1) are constants and 
{e,, ke H} is a L2-stationary process with orthogonal values (cf. [4]). 
These results have been extended by H. Niemi [6] to the case when 
{ ek, k E Z } has only uniformly bounded variances. Singh and Peiris [7] 
solved the Niemi’s prediction problem when coefficients in (1.1) are not 
constant but uniformly bounded. 
2. WOLD DECOMPOSITION OF I,"-~~~~~~ 
Let z = {z,, k E Z} c Lo be an adapted process (with respect to the liltra- 
tion {&, kEZ}) such that there exists E[z~(Y~-~], O<h< co, kEZ. 
Before giving an idea of the Wold decomposition of Lo-processes we 
should recall the classical setting in the L2-theory. 
Let CC = (x,, k E Z} be a second-order centered process defined on 
(a, 9, P). Define H” := L2(xk, ke Z)-the linear closed subspace of 
L2(0, F, P) generated by the xk, k E H. Hc := L2(x,, t < k), k E H, is the 
linear closed subspace generated by xl, t < k. The spaces Hi increase with 
k. We define H”, := nkeZ H; and we write H”+ a, = H’. In the Wold 
approach “the volume” of Z+Y, is the starting point to define a deter- 
ministic, nondeterministic, and purely nondeterministic process. Namely, if 
H”,=H”,, = H”, or equivalently Hi is the same for all k, we call z a 
deterministic process; the process z is called nondeterministic if H” o. 5 H”, 
purely nondeterministic if ZF, = (0). Having introduced those concepts 
the Wold decomposition theorem states that every L2 process CL: can be 
represented uniquely as 
where zd = (x& k E E 
1 
is deterministic and X” = { xz, k E Z } is purely non- 
deterministic, and H- and H” are orthogonal. 
To give the Wold decomposition of Lo-processes we cannot follow 
directly the above approach replacing only in a natural way Hz by 9; and 
H” oD by 9:, := nkeZ FG. We shall see that we should go rather in “a 
reverse” direction. This statement elucidates the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let on the probability space ([0, 11, G?( [0, 11, p), where 
683/34/l-2 
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p denotes the Lebesque measure, be defined the Rademacher type random 
variables 
r1(0)=4.1Co.o.s~(w)+2.l(o.s.,,(W), 
r,(w) = sign sin( 29rfx), m 3 2. 
Write e-,=r,r,, eP3=rlr3 ,..., and e,=O for k> -1. We note that 
Ee, = 0, k E Z, and e = {e,, k E Z} is a martingale difference sequence with 
respect to the canonical filtration. For k > - 1 this fact is obvious while for 
k6 -2, we have 
ECekldek-,, ek-z,...)l 
=E[E[r,r-,lcr(r,, r--k+l, ckf2, . ..)I idrlr-k+ly r1r-k+2? -.)I 
=E[rlE[r-kIo(rl, r-k+l, r-kf2, . ..)l14rlr-k+., r1r-kf2, . ..)I =O, 
as 
ECr-k14rl, r-k+lrr-k+2, -.)1=0, a.% 
since rPk is independent of a(r,, r-k+l, rPkf2, . ..) (k< -2). Moreover, it 
can be seen that ~em=r)k~~2a(rl,r~k,r1r-k+l,...)~~([0,0.5], 
(0.5, I]) as a([O, 0.51, (0.5, 11) is a sub-field of every a-field 
c(rlrPk, rlr-k+l, . ..). k< -2. Thu s we have stated that the left tail a-field 
is not degenerate; i.e., the left zero-one law does not hold true for this mar- 
tingale difference sequence. Hence, if the condition %Y, = {a, a} had 
defined a purely nondeterministic process then all nonrandom processes 
would have been purely nondeterministic and not all martingale difference 
sequences could have treated as purely nondeterministic. Therefore, we 
should reverse the Wold’s approach. 
We start with the following statement. 
LEMMA 2.2. Every {Fk, kEZ}-adapted process {zk, kEE} such that 
there exists EIZkl%k-,,], O<hdoo, yP, :=fikEZyk, kEZ!, admits a 
unique (a.s.) decomposition 
zk=z;+z;, a.s., k E Z, 
where zi is a 3% ,-measurable, k E E, and E[z; I SC, ] = 0, a.s., k E Z. 
Proof: It is clear that zi= E[z,l %eco], z; = zk -zg, kEZ, gives the 
ordered decomposition. Now if 
z,=z;+q, a.s. 
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is another decomposition of zk with if being F-,-measurable and 
EC.?” 1 F] = 0, as., k E Z, then 
,!?[zkIc%?m] =,?[?;fI.e%?,]=?f, as., k E Z, 
which proves that 2: = zz a.s., k E Z, and in a consequence, Z; = z;I-, a.s., 
ke Z. 
Lemma 2.2 leads us to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The Wold decomposition of a LO-stochastic process 
{zk, k E Z}, such that there exists E[zk 1 Fk-h], 0 <h < co, with respect to 
the filtration { 4, k E Z} is defined as 
where 
zk = z;f + z;, a.s., kEZ, (2.1) 
Z;f=EIZkI~-m], d z;:=zk-zk, kEZ, F-, := n .%k. 
ks.72 
The processes {zi, ke Z} and {z;, k E 72) are called the deterministic part 
and the purely nondeterministic part of {zk, kE Z}, respectively. 
Note that for every k E Z, 
E[z;I~~$]=E{E[z~I~-,]I~~}=O, a.s. 
as F<cF-,and E[z;I5?,]=0, where F< :=UkEZFid, Ff= 
o(z;i, 1 <k). 
DEFINITION 2.4. A stochastic process {zk, k E Z} is said to be deter- 
ministic if zg= zk, a.s., k E Z, and purely nondeterministic if z; = zk, a.s., 
kEZ. 
We need the following result, 
LEMMA 2.5. A Lo-process {zk, k E Z} such that 
zk = (Lo) f dk(j)ek-j, kEZ!, (2.2) 
j=O 
((LO) denotes that the series (2.2) converges in probability) with dk(j) E C, 
kEZ, j>O, and 
(i) ek is a &-meUSurUbk random variable, 
(ii) E[ek 1 Fk- 11 = 0 U.S., 
is a purely nondeterministic process. 
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Proof: We need to show that EC,-, IS?,] = 0 as., k E L. Using (2.2) 












=E zk- c dk(j)ek-jIFk-h] a.% (2.3) 
j=O 
Now for n > h the random variable 
i dkWk -j - I'f' dk(Aek -, = i dk(j)ek-j 
j=O ,=o j=h 
is, by (i), Fk _ ,-measurable. 
Letting IZ --, co we get 
Thus zk - C:;A dk( j)e, _ j is Fk _ ,-measurable as LO-limit. 
Therefore, by (2.2) and (2.3), 
h-l 
E[zkIa=zk- c dk(j)ek-j& o (in probability). (2.4) 
j=O 
But, on the other hand, 
EIZki%hl =E[z: i&-h] -E[z, /6-h] 
=E[z:lF~,]-E[z,IF~,] 
as {E[Z: ly:k-h],hEN} and {E[Z; Iyk-h], /ZEN} are positive reverse 
martingales [ 5, p. 1181. Thus, by (2.4), we have 
o=E[z: I$?,]-E[z; I$?,]=E[zkI~-a] a& 
Remark 2.6. If a stochastic process {i!k, k E Z } is purely nondeter- 
ministic with respect to the filtration { Fk, k E Z} then it is purely nondeter- 
ministic with respect to a sub-filtration (&, k E S} G {&, k E Z >. 
Proof. Since fSk!kESk, kEZ, then %,=fi%kEn&=~P,, and for 
every k E Z, 
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Remark 2.7. The process { zk, k E Z > of (2.2) is purely nondeterministic 
with respect to the canonical filtration {%“;, k E H}. 
Remark 2.8. The martingale difference process is purely nondeter- 
ministic. 
3. A GENERAL ARMA MODEL 
Let on a probability space (a, %, {%k, ke Z}, P) with a filtration 
{ %k, k E Z} be defined a stochastic process (ek, k E Z } c Lo such that 
ek is %k-measurable 
Consider an ARMA (n, n) equation 
i ak(j)yk-j= i ck(j)ek-j ax, kEZ, 
j=O j=O 
where the process { ek, k E Z } satisfies (MD) conditions. 
(3.1) 
DEFINITION 3.1. A stochastic process { yf, k E Z} c Lo is a solution of 
the ARMA equation (3.1) if 
j=O j=O 
a.s., kE E. 
Remark 3.2. For any given initial conditions yzO, y,$+ 1, . . . . yzO+, there 
exists a solution of (3.1). 
Proof Define for k > k, + n the solution of (3.1) as follows 
Yk* = - i a&) yt-j + i ck(j)ek-j. 
j=l j=O 
Now, let nk = max{j : 0 <j d n, ak(i) = 0, i >j}. Then for k < k. the solu- 
tion of (3.1) can be defined by 
Yk*-“k = -(ak(nk))-l c ak(j)y,*-j+ f ck(j)ek-j . 
1 
Q---l 
j=O j=O 1 
Considerations of [4, l] allow us to prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.3. A stochastic process ( y z, k E Z} is a solution of the ARMA 
equation (3.1) iff it is a solution of the following system equations 
xk+ 1 = A(k)x, + K(k)e, a.s., (3.3) 
yk = Bxk + ek, kE& (3.4) 





j=o, 1, . ..) n- 1, (3.5) 
. . . 
r 
n 
. . . I 
. ..O -aI-,(k+n-2) 




B=[O ... 0 11. 
ProoJ: According to the Lemma 2.3.2 of [ 11, the yk, defined by the 
Eqs. (3.3)-(3.4) can be written as 
yk= - i ak(j)yk-j- i c&)ek-j+xf?i) as., k E Z. (3.6) 
j=O j=O 
Since by (3.1) and (3.5) xpJ+,“=O, therefore (3.6) reduces to (3.1). 
We need the following concepts. 




converges a.s., where &(j)=BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j), j> 1, elk(O)= 1, 
A(k+l,/)=A(k)A(k,I), A(I,Z)=Z, IEZ. 
(ii) The model (3.1) is MA-regular iff the series 
f BkLi) Yk-j 
j=O 
(3.8) 
converges in probability, where Pk( j) = BA(k, k -j + 1 )K(k -j), j 2 1, 
bk(O) = 1, and A(k) = A(k) - K(k)B. 
(iii) The model (3.1) is regular iff it is both AR- and MA-regular. 
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From the Definition 3.4 we get the following remark. 
Remark 3.5. (i) Suppose that the model (3.1) is AR-regular. Then 
(a.s.) lim 5 A(k, k-j+ l)K(k -j)ekPj : = xk 
N-52 i=l 
.- .- [x!‘, . ..) xpy, kEZ, (3.9) 
exists and satisfies (3.3). 
(ii) If the model (3.1) is MA-regular, then there exists a LO-limit: 
(L”))F~ 5 A(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j)yk-j, kEZ, 
J=l 
where A(k) = A(k) - K(k)& 
Proof: (i) Let xk= [xi’), . . . . xt’]‘. Then the AR-regularity condition 
implies that there exists the limit of the last component of xk, namely, 
xp’= (a.s.) c BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j)e,-, 
j=l 
= (a.s.) f O&(j)ek-j, kc Z. 
j= 1 
Now the state equation (3.3) implies that there exists a (a.s.) limit of the 
(n - 1)th component as 
~$1~ =xj:-‘I-aa,(k+ l)xt’+ (c,(k+ 1)-a,(k+ l))e,, kEZ. 
Similarly we can prove the existence of the a.s. limits of the rest of com- 
ponents xk, kE Z. By the simple verification we state that the process {xk, 
kE Z} given by (3.9) satisfies Eq. (3.3). 
(ii) The proof is as previous one and it can be omitted. 
Remark 3.6. Suppose that there exists k. E Z such that the model (3.1) 
is AR-regular (regular) for all k < k,. Then the model (3.1) is AR-regular 
(regular). 
Proof: Suppose that the model is AR-regular for all k G k,. Then, by 
Remark 3.5, the limit (3.9) there exists for k <k, and satisfies (3.3). Hence, 
Eq. (3.3), implies that the limit (3.9) exists for k = kO + 1, k. + 2, . . . . which 
proves, by (3.4), that the series (3.7) converges for all k E Z and the model 
(3.1) is AR-regular. 
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In what follows we assume that there exist 
(a.s.) f ~k(j)ek-ilF-r 
1 
and ECY,* Ies? z I> kEZ, (3.10) 
j=O 
where { yz, k E Z} is a solution of (3.1). The existence of the conditional 
expectations of (3.10) is assured when 
(a.s.) f C(k(j)ek-jEL’ and Y,*EL’, kEZ. 
j=O 
The main result of this section is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that (3.10) holds true. Then: 
(i) There exists a unique {&, ke Z> adapted and purely nondeter- 
ministic with respect to the filtration {&, kE Z} (also with respect to the 
{Fi, k E Z}) solution {y,, k E if} of the ARMA-equation (3.1) iff the model 
(3.1) is regular. 
(ii) 9: = Fy, v 5; if the model (3.1) is regular. 
Proof: (i) Assume that the model (3.1) is AR-regular. Then the series 
(3.5) converges as., so we can define y, as 
yk = (a.%) f xk(.dek-jy k E E. (3.11) 
/=O 
The process ( yk, kEZ} is {Fk,keZ} adapted as it is {F-;,keZ} 
adapted and 9: E Fk, k E Z. Moreover, by the Lemma 2.4 it is a purely 
nondeterminstic process w.ith respect to the filtration {&, k E Z}. Using 
Remark 3.5 we see that {y,, k E Z} satisfies the state equations (3.3k(3.4) 
and, at the same time, (3.1). 
We show now that the process (yk, kE Z} is a unique {Fk, kE Z} 
adapted and purely nondeterministic solution of (3.1). Assume that 
{ y,$ , k E Z} is another solution of (3.1). Then by (3.3~(3.4) we have 
k-m 
yz=BA(k,k-m)x,+ c BA(k,k-j+l)K(k-j)ek-j+ek, m < k. 
j=l 
(3.12) 
The AR-regularity condition (3.5), Remark 3.5, Lemma 3.3, and 
Lemma 2.4 imply that 
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n--m 
(a.s.) lim 1 BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k -j)ekPi+ ek 
n-m 
J=l 
=(a.s.) f BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j)e,Pj+e,=y, (3.13) 
j=l 
is a purely nondeterministic process which satisfies (3.1). 
NOW we see that there exists (as.) lim, _ ou BA(k, k - m)x, and it is a 
deterministic part of yz . Indeed, by (3.11) for m < k we have 
E[y,*IF,,-,]=BA(k,k-m)E[x,,,I9L,]=BA(k,k-m)x, (3.14) 
as x, is &-r- measurable and 
k-m 
E 1 BA(k,k--j+ l)K(k-j)e,-j+ekIF~-, =O. 
j=l 1 
Let yz=(yt)+-(yt)). Then {E[(y,f)‘19kp,], mEN} and 
{E[(yz)-I&,], mEN} converge a.s. to E[(y,*)+IF-,] and 
E[ ( yz) - 1 F- ,I, respectively, as they are reverse positive martingales [S, 
p. 1181. 
Therefore, using (3.10) and (3.14) we can write 
Hence, by (3.14), there exists 
(a.s.) lim BA(k, m)x, = E[y,* I Fp,I. (3.15) 
??I+-cc 
Thus (3.1 l), (3.12) give the Wold decomposition 
which proves that (a.s.) lim, ~ o. BA(k, m)x, is a deterministic part of yz. 
The uniqueness (a.s.) of the Wold decomposition implies that 
{ Yk, kg Z} given by (3.10) is a unique solution of the ARMA equation 
(3.1) in the class of { Fk, k E Z > adapted and purely nondeterministic 
processes. 
Let now { yk, k E Z} be a unique { gk, k E Z} adapted and purely non- 
deterministic solution of (3.1) so at the same time a unique solution of 
(3.3~( 3.4). This implies that 
k-m 
y,=BA(k, m)x,+ c BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j)ek..,+ek, 
j=l 
Proof: Let {x:, keZ} be any {FYm, k E Z }-adapted process satisfying 
the equation 
0 ~~+~=A(k)xi a.s., kcZ. 
Then a process ‘} such that 
yo,=y,+h; 
satisfies (3.1). 
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and ECykI&- r1 = BA(k, m)x,, m < k. But by the assumption 
ECykIK,l=O as., so BA(k,m)x,=E[y,15L;,~,]~O as., m-r --CC. 
Therefore, there exists 
k-m 
(a.S.)m~~m ,I BA(k, k-j+ l)K(k-j)ek-j+ek 
J=l 
and it is equal to y, a.s., k E Z. 
(ii) The proof of the first part of Theorem 3.6 implies that 9; z 9; 
and 9”’ _,vF~cEF;, kE Z. To prove that 9;~ Fez u FL, rewrite 
(3.3)-(3.4) as 
ek= -ih,+y,, x,+,=A(k)x,+K(k)y,, a.S., kEZ, 
where 
(3.16) 
A(k) = A(k) - K(k)& 
We see that 
k-m 




we have 9’ G Fe k --m u 9; which completes the proof of the Theorem 3.6. 
Remark 3.8. There exist infinitely many (P”;, k E Z }-adapted solutions 
of the ARMA equation (3.1). 
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4. PREDICTION 
Assume that the model (3.1) is regular. Let { yk, k E Z > be a unique 
{ %k, k E Z} adapted and purely nondeterministic solution of the ARMA 
equation (3.1). In this section we determine a conditional expectation 
jk+hlk := E[yk+,,l%Yoa u%;], i.e., h-step optimal predictor for the 
process { yk, kG E}. 
Note that yk+h,k=E[yk+hI%~] a.s. if%Y,=(@,Q}uX, where Jf 
stands for the family of all P-null events, i.e., when a martingale difference 
process {e,, kE Z} satisfies zero-one law. 
We start with the Kwong’s type characterization of the l-step predictor. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the ARMA(n, n) model (3.1) is regular. 
Then the optimal l-step predictor jk+ 1 ,k = E[ yk+ 1 1 %Y oc v Sg] is given by 
the following ARMA(n, n) equation 
j~o~k(j)~k-j+l,k-j=j~~ C4A-ak(Al~k+Ipj U.S., kEZ (4.1) 
Proof The state representation (3.3)-(3.4) of the ARMA process 
{y,, k E E} and the regularity conditions imply that 
P k+I,k=EIBXk+,I%eoou%~]=BXI,+,=X~~l 
zjc, CCkWek-j+l -akWYk-j+ll 
as xk+r is a %jJv%;=%Yoou%ky measurable vector. But (3.10) and 
(MD) give the equality ek+ r = yk+ 1 -gk+ 1 ,k, which ends the proof. 
Theorem 4.1 allows us to give a characterization (cf. [6,7]) of the h-step 
predictor for LO-processes. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the ARMA model is regular. Then the h-step 
optimal predictor jk+ h,k for the purely nondeterministic solution of (3.1) 
satisfies the equation 
i ak.+h(AYk-j+hik= f: (’ Ck+h J)ek+h-J as., 
j=O j=h 
Pk,k+t=Yk> t>O, kEZ, 
where ek = y, - jjk, k _ , with pk, k _ 1 given by Theorem 4.1. 
Proof: The model (3.1) is regular so, by (ii) of Theorem 3.6, 
%‘=%’ 
k --ocv%;, kEZ, and by (3.1), 
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= c a,+,(j)EC~,+,,-,l%~ xs u,F;l 
j=l 
+ i ck+h(j)ECek+h -ilCl 
j=O 
n n 
=-- C ak+h(j)3k-.i+hlk+ C ck+h(jkk+h-j 
j=l i=h 
as %ZC%k, 
The following theorems give different forms of the predictor 
{P k + h I k, k E z } (in terms of moving average processes MA( co )-representa- 
tion in as. convergence sense). 
THEOREM 4.3. For the regular model (3.1) the optimal predictor Fk + h,k, 
kE Z, has the following moving average representation in as. convergence 
sense 
?k+h,k= (a.s.) f %+h(j+h)ek-j, a.s., k E Z. (4.2) 
j=O 
The prediction error is 
h-l 
ykfh-Pk+hlk= 1 ak(Jlekpj, a.s., kEz. 
j=O 
(4.3) 
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 3.7 we see that y, admits the 
MA( co) representation of the form (3.1 l), where the process {e,, k E E} 
satisfies the (MD) conditions and %“I;: = S’ o. u %p, k E if. Then 
cc h-l 
yk+h=tad 2 “k+h(.dek+h-j= 1 ak+h(j)ek+h-j 
j=O j=O 
m  
+ (a.s.) C Glk+h(j+h)ek-j. 
j=O 
We see that the first term belongs to %i+,, = %“I’, u %$+ h and is 
“orthogonal” (in the conditional expectation sense) to %;=%y, u%{, 
while the second term belongs to the 9’ cc u %i. Hence we conclude that 
(4.2) and (4.3) hold true. 
THEOREM 4.4. The optimal h-step predictor ( Pk + h,k, k E Z } for the 
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purely nondeterministic solution {y,, k E Z} of the regular ARMA equation 
(3.1) admits the MA(a) representation 
Bk+hik = (Lo) f Yk(A~k-j, a.s., kEZ, 
j=O 
where yk(j) = BA(k + h, k + l)A(k + 1, k + 1 -j)K(k -j). 
(4.4) 
Proof: From the state representation (3.3)-(3.4) of the process 
{y,,kEZ} we have 
~k+h,k=BA(k+h,k+l)E[xk+iIF~]=BA(k+h,k+l)xk+I (4.5) 
as the vector xk+ i is 9.’ v 9: = 9: cc u Sg measurable. 
Now by (3.16) and R:mark 3.5, 
$k+h/k=(LO) f BA(k+h,k+ l)A(k+ l,k+ l-j)K(k-j)yk-j, 
j=O 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Consider the ARMA model 
Yk - 2 Ikl + 1 Ik+2’k-‘+(2,k-kl,+1~Yk-~ 
=ek+4 Ikl + 1 
k-2ek~~+(4,:17P+1)2ek-‘, (4.6) 
where (ek, k E Z} is a sequence of independent random variables such that 
Then 
P[ek= Tk(+)-“1 = 2-“- ‘, m = 1, 2, . . . . k E Z. 
E lekl = 3k, EC?, = 0, 
so we cannot apply the classical L2-theory to find an optimal predictor 
jjk + ,, , k. But we see that the ARMA model (4.6) is regular, which allows us, 
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with 
%(j)=BA(k k-j+ l)K(k-j), j> 1, Q(O)= 1, B= [0 11, 
k+2 2 













0 -a L 1 1 -1 
with the spectral radius p(A) = 0, 5, as A(z-‘) = (1 - 0, 5~~‘)~. Therefore, 
for every k <k(E), E > 0, 
=jgo JIBA(k- l)A(k-2)...A(k-j+ l)K(k-j)e,-jII.I 
G ‘f (l+~)(a)‘-‘.30.3Ikl=(1+&)360Ik(<co, 
j=O 
which implies that the series (4.7) converges in L’ and a.s. for ail k < k(E). 
The convergence for ka k(c) and the AR-regularity follows from 
Remark 3.6. 
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Similarly we can show that the ARMA model is MA-regular. Therefore, 
by Theorem 4.1 the optimal l-step predictor jk+ iIk satisfies the ARMA 
equation 
1 
6k-2 3k-4 ^ 
Yk+11k+4 Pkik-1 +4 ,k- 1, + 1 Yk-ilk-2 
6k-2 
= - 4 Ikl + 1 
+ =)Yk+[(4 










Yk+2’k-2 Ik-t2/ + I i.k+M+(, ,$;+ $k,k-1 
=[(4 ,:::;+ I)‘-(2 ,;:I;+ ,$” 
,. 2k+2h+2 1 
yk+Nk-2 ,k+h+2( + lYk+h-Ilk 
5. L*-ARMA PROCESSES 
In this section we give sufficient conditions for AR-regularity and 
regularity of asmptotically time-invariant ARMA processes when 
(e,,kE+L*. 
Consider an ARMA process generated by Eq. (3.1), where now we 
assume that (e,, k E Z> is a L*-stochastic process satisfying the (MD)-con- 
ditions with E[le,J’] = of < co, ke Z, and the limits lim,, --oo q(k) = ai 
and limk _ _ m ci(k) = ci, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, exist. Let r(n,) = max{ lzil, 
&(z,:‘) = 0, 1 <j< n>, k 2 - co, denote the maximal module of the roots 
of the polynomials A,(z-‘) = 1+ R,(k + l)z-’ + . . . + R,(k + n)zen with 
A := A, C; 2 := a, c, respectively. 
We need the following result which is a consequence of the Rademacher- 
-Menchow theorem [S, pp. 20-213 and Remark 3.6. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that there exists k, E Z such that for every k 6 k,, 
f (ln~j)cl~(j)&, < rx. (5.1) 
j=2 
Then the series ~~CO clk( j)e,-, converges both a.s. and in L2 for every k E Z, 
and the model (3.1) is AR-regular. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that for some E > 0, 
limsuplimsup [(r(A,+,)+v)...(r(Akp,)+v) /K(k-rn)ll okpm]‘im< 1, 
k---m WI-CC (5.2) 
1IK(k)ll =max{]ci(k+i)-a,(k+i)l, l<ibn}, kei?‘. 
Then the model (3.1) is AR-regular and the series (3.5) L2-converges. 
Proof: It is enough to verify (5.1). To do this we shall prove that (5.2) 
implies that there exists t E 7 such that for every k < t, 
lim sup (c(k(m)ok-,)2’m < 1. 
m+J; 
(5.3) 
Note that the assumptions lim, _ _ o. a,(i) = ai, lim, _ _ oc, ck(i) = c,, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n, imply that for every norm \I .I\, l]A(k)ll ‘k+ --co ~~A~J, i.e., 
VE>O, 3k,EHVk<k,, lIA(k)JI < llApmlI +&/3. Moreover, p(A(k))-+k,-, 
p(A-,), i.e., Ve>O, 3k,~Z Vk<k,, p(A-,)<p(A(k))+~/3. Taking now 
the norm (1. IIA [3, pp. 671, for which llA-,ll A < p(A-,) + c/3, we have 
llA(k)llA Q JIA-,I)A +e/3 <p(A-,)+ fsGp(A(k))+v, for any given E>O 
and all k < min(R,, k2}. But the spectral radius of the matrix A(k) equals 
r(Ak), k E Z (cf. [2, 41). Hence for some constant C > 0, 
]ak(m)ak~,12=IRA(k-1)Ak-2)‘..A(k-m)R(k-m)120:~, 
~C(Il~II. IMk- 1)llA IMk-2111, 
Therefore, by (5.2), 




which completes the proof. 
Now let us denote yk = (L2) CJY, ak(j)ek&j and SE = E Iy,1’. 
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x IIK(k-m)ll Bk-m]l’m -C 1, kE;2, 
then the series (3.6) L*-converges and the model (3.1) is regular. 
(5.4) 
Proof Taking into account that the spectral radius of the matrix 
A(k) = A(k) -K(k) B equals r(C,), k E Z, we see that for every h E N, 
II 
m+h m+h 




< 1 (r(Ck-l)+E)“‘(r(Ck_,)+E) 
j=m 
X IIW-m)ll 6k:, m  0 
after using (5.4). Thus the assertion of Theorem 5.3 holds true. 
Now we are going to prove that, under the assumptions of Theorems 5.2 
and 5.3, MA(co) representations (4.2) and (4.5) of the predictor are also 
MA( co ) representations in L*-sense. 
THEOREM 5.4. Zf (5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied then the series (4.2) and 
(4.5) L*-converge. Moreover, the prediction error has the variance 
h-l 
E lyk+h -jk+hlkl*= c Iak+h(j)120~+h-j. (5.5) 
j=O 
Proof: We show only that the series (4.2) L*-converges. The equality 
(4.3) implies 
eh+h,k=BA(k+h,k+ l)xk+l 
= BA(k + h, k + l)d(k)X, + K(k) y,. 
Similarly, as in Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.5, by Theorem 5.3, we get 
(L*) f ‘(k, k-j)K(k-j)yk-j +yk. 
j=l 1 
The equality (5.5) follows from Pythagorean theorem. 
683/34/l-3 
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6. AN ARMA MODEL WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we consider the ARMA model (3.1) with constant coef- 
ficients, i.e., we assume that a,(j) = a,, ck(j) = ci, 1 <j 6 n, k E Z. We use 
the polynomial equation approach. 
Let 2” denote a vector space of sequences x = { . . . . xk ~, , xk, xk + , , . . . } of 
complex-valued random variables. Yp, p k 1, stands for the subspace of 
2” of sequences of complex-valued random variables with E[ lxkl j’]< co, 
k E Z. 
The shift operator B on 9’ is defined as 
B: X:= { . . . . x~~~,x~,x~+~ ,... }+Bx 
= {Y qxk-l, qxk, qxk+l, -.} 
= 
{ ..., xk, Xkfl, xk+2, ... 1. 
We see that the operator B is linear and invertible. Moreover, we note that 
the ARMA model (3.1) can be written in the polynomial form 
A(B-‘)y = C(B-‘)e, a.s., (6.1) 
where e E 9’ is a given adapted process satisfying (MD) conditions. 
We now write the regularity conditions in the term of the shift operator. 
THEOREM 6.1. (i) The model (6.1) is AR-regular zff the process 8 
belongs to the domain of the pointwise a.s. convergent operator 
C(B-‘) ix) 
~ := jgo a(j) B-j. 
A(B-‘) 
(ii) The model (6.1) is MA-regular zff the process y belongs to the 
domain of the pointwise in probability convergent operator 
A(B-‘) := f P(j)B-‘. 
C(B-‘) j=o 
The proof follows immediately from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A(z-‘) = 1 + a,z-’ + ... + a,~-~, C(z-‘) = 1 + c,z-i 
+ ..’ +c,z-” be the polynomials of a complex variable. Then 
A(z-‘) a: 
c(z-‘)= ,C a(.i)z-j 
J=O 
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with 
j>l, A”=Z, 
a(0) = 1, 
(6.2) 
where r:=r,:=max{lzj] :A(z,yl)=O, lq<n}+& l j : ( , l) , l ~~} ~ 
A=[; H’--8 !;;-I], K=[ ‘“;!;;;-l], 
B= [0 ... 0 11. 
Proof: Consider an ARMA process y determined by the regular model 
(3.1) with constant coefficients and a Gaussian process B. Then the state- 
space representation (3.3 )-( 3.4) gives the unique purely nondeterministic 
solution of (3.1) 
yk= (2l.S.) f BA’-‘&-j-i- ek, a.S., kEZ, 
j=l 
while the polynomial representation of (6.1) gives the following solution 
yz =(a.&) f a(j)j, as., kEH. 
j=O 
By Lemma 2.1 the process 9 * is a purely nondeterministic process and 
yk* =yk? a.% kc Z. Thus we can choose a Gaussian version 9’ of the 
processes 9 and y* such that 
E[ykC~k-j](E[lek_j12])-1=BAI’-‘K=a(j), 
j>O, a(O)& 1, (6.3) 
whenever ek-j f 0, otherwise we can take as a(j) an arbitrary complex 
number so also given by (6.3). The equalities (6.3) follow from the 
orthogonal projection lemma (cf. [l]) as (yG, 8) is a joint Gaussian 
process and s is a Gaussian process with independent values. The integral 
representation (6.2) of BAj- ‘K was given by [2], 
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Theorem 3.1 implies that there exists a unique purely nondeterministic 
solution of the AR-regular model (6.1) given by 
g=(a.s.)s 8= (a.s.) f a(j)B-j,, a.s. 
j=O 
(6.4 1 
Moreover, if the model (6.1) is regular then F;=FLoo uF,$. 
Let now 8 E 9’. We give simple sufficient conditions under which y is a 
regular process. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that 8~ Y2. Then the ARMA model (6.1) is 
AR-regular and regular if 
lim sup (c._,)“m <r-‘(A) (6.4) 
m-cc 
and 
limsup Ily-,lI8<r-‘(C) (6.5) 
m-too 
respectively, where 
r(n)=max{lzjl :A(z,:l)=O, l<j<n}, A :=A, C, 
and II~-,,,ll~~=Cjm=~ la(j)12~?,-j. 
Proof: By the Lemma 5.1 and (6.2) it is enough to prove that 
f (ln’j) IBAj-1K12a:-j< CO. (6.6) 
j=2 
We see that 
lim sup [ IBA m-lKI gk--m]2’m < lim sup [ llB[l IIAm-‘ll lliyll CJ~-,,J~/~ 
m-m m-m 
< { lim II A m-1ll ‘lrn lim sup a;‘:,}’ = (p(A) lim sup 6L’Ym}2 
m-co m-+02 m-rao 
< MAW’ (A)) = 1, 
as p(A) is the spectral radius of the matrix A [3, pp. 671, equal to r(A) 
(cf. [2]), Hence (6.6) follows from the Cauchy criterion. 
The similar considerations lead us to the regularity of the ARMA model 
(6.1) under (6.5). 
Now we show that the Kwong’s characterization of the h-step predictor 
for a stationary process y E 9” generated by the equation (6.1) with a 
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stationary process 8~ Y2 can be extended to a larger class of stochastic 
processes, i.e., to the class 9’. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that the ARMA model (6.1) is regular. Then the 
optimal h-step predictor gh= {j,,,,,, k E 72}, h > 0, satisfies the following 
ARMA equation. 
where 
C(B-‘)y = Gh(B-‘)jih a.s., 
G,(B-‘)= [ah,‘, . . . . a,,,][Z, B-l, ,..., B-“+1], 
and 
Ca h,n, ***, ~l~,~]‘= Ah-‘K. 
Proof: Similarly as (4.5) we obtain 
j&+h,k=BAh-lxk+l= BAh-‘(ql- A + BK)-‘qy,, 
Using the Kwong’s equality [4], 
C(q-‘)BAh-‘(ql-A+ BK)-‘q= [Q, . . . . ah,,][Z, B-‘, 
we obtain (6.7). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Consider the following ARMA model 
A(B-‘)y = C(B-‘)e, a.s., 




where all roots of the polynomials A(z-‘) and C(z-‘) belongs to the unit 
circle and e c L2 is a martingale difference process with zero means. It is 
known that if E[le,J2]=a2<a [4] or O<m<E[le,12]=a:<M<c0 
[6] then there exists a unique purely nondeterministic solution of (6.8) 
whose the optimal predictor is given by the Theorems 4.2-4.4 and 6.2. Now 
we see that fact takes place under weaker conditions, for instance when 
E[l4*1= IW. 
First we note that Theorem 6.2 implies that the, model (6.8) is AR- 
regular and 
y,= (L2, a.s.) f BAj-‘Ke,-j+e,, kEZ. 
j=l 
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is, by Theorem 3.6, the unique purely nondeterministic solution of (6.8). 
Moreover, we have 
E[ly/J’] = f IBA’-‘K12 Ik-jl + Ikl 4 f l/A’-‘11* /lKl12 lkl 
j=l j= I 
+ f 11~‘-‘/12 IIKl12 ljl + 14 
j=O 
< lIKI12 f (A+E)-2(j+ l/q)+ Ikl 
j=l 
with J=max{lzl :A(z-‘)C(z-‘)=O}<l and E>O such that A+e<l. 
Hence, by Theorem 6.2, the model (6.8) is regular. Therefore, the 
optimal predictor is given by the ARMA equation (6.7) and by 
Theorems 4.2-4.4. 
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